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“You’re insane! I’ve already clarified multiple times that Leon isn’t my boyfriend, and nothing is going on between the two of us,

so you’re just spouting nonsense!” Ariel snapped.

“That’s impossible! You were the one who introduced him to our company, and in doing so, you even got rid of Conrad! Why else

would you do this for him if he wasn’t your boyfriend? Do you think I’m an idiot, Ariel?”

Michael scoffed.

“What nonsense! Who told you I was the one who introduced Leon to the company, and what made you think I got Conrad fired

because of him? Let me tell you this; Iris was the one who did all this, and none of it had anything to do with me at all! I was just

the scapegoat for her actions!” Ariel finally exploded.

Being the scapegoat for somebody else was not a pleasant experience, and in doing so, rumors started circulating about her and

Leon being an item, so this significantly impacted her reputation. It was a miracle that she even managed to stay quiet about this

until now!

“What? This was all Miss Young’s doing? How… how can this be?” Michael’s jaw dropped.

“Ariel’s right! I was the one who got Leon hired, and I was the one who relieved Conrad of his duties; none of this had to do with

her at all! Not only that, but she didn’t even know Leon before this, so how can she possibly be his girlfriend?” Iris explained

calmly.

It was like a bomb was dropped in the middle of the room, and everyone was stunned.

Michael, Ashwin, and even the rest of the higher management were utterly gobsmacked by this news!

Initially, everyone thought that Ariel was the one who supported and helped Leon all this while, but it turned out the person who

backed him up was Iris all along!

It was no wonder Iris explicitly expressed her desire to nurture Leon and would not change her mind otherwise, not even with

Ashwin’s swaying!

All of them underestimated Leon!

“How can this be?” Michael crumpled onto the ground in a heap, his face as pale as a ghost.

He always thought Leon and Ariel were an item, which was why he deliberately picked on Leon many times and even went so far

as to join in Ashwin’s scheme to frame Leon for fraud.

It turned out he was an idiot after all!

He deserved this!

“I’m sorry for doing this, Miss Young… I was blindsided by my greed and chose the wrong side. Please give me a chance to

prove myself again…” After snapping out of his stupor, Michael quickly crawled toward Iris and tried to beg for mercy, his face

etched with despair.

He was willing to bear all responsibility because he thought this would be worth it if he managed to get rid of Leon and stand a

chance with Ariel, but now, after discovering that Leon was not his competitor. After all, he realized that his sacrifices were in

vain!

Therefore, he had no choice but to beg for mercy!

“Michael, your greed has led to a massive financial loss for the company, so how can I give you another chance?” Iris said coldly.

“I…” the color drained from Michael’s face at this.

He was finally getting a taste of his own medicine.
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